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Abstract: The computer networks and internet networks are exposed to an increasing number of security threats. With
new types of attacks appearing continually, developing flexible and adaptive security oriented approaches is a severe
challenge. This paper discusses the security of computing systems and shows how to protect computer-related assets
and resources. The paper highlights different security threats and concerns across computer networks and shows how
firewalls detect these threats. At last, dissimilar firewalls similar to Packet filter submission Gateways and individual
Firewall are summarized and compared according to different network scenarios. The paper also proposes a new
framework for the compulsion, threat management and safeguard of network environments.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, the Internet has experienced a rampant growth. Along with the widespread evolution of new
eventual services, the quantity and impact of attacks have been continuously increasing. With the successful technology
and the huge enlarge in the usage of computer networks, the risk of having these networks to be under attacks had been
increased. Here the interaction is done with network every day and perform banking transaction, surfing Internet, buy
online goods and pay it using online transaction. Being without networks would be significantly less convenient and
many activities would be impossible. Threats to computer security are computer crimes, including viruses, electronic
break-ins, and natural and other hazard. Security measures consist of encryption, restricting access, anticipating
disasters and making backup copies. Keeping information private depends on keeping computer systems safe from
network traffic, unauthorized persons, criminals, natural hazard and other threats. Computer crime is an illegal action
which the enforcer uses special knowledge of computer technology. Number of techniques have been created and
designed to help in detecting and/or forbid such attacks.
Firewall
Firewalls were originated in early 1990s. They provide a fireproof obstruction between parts of the buildings, making it
harder for a fire in one part of the building to extend to other parts. Similarly, a network firewall is built in the region of
a network or sub network to defend it from the outside. Steven and William in defines firewall as a collection of
components placed between an inner network and an outer network to achieve the following goals; all interchange must
exceed through the firewall, only traffic that is approved by the inner network’s security strategy is allowed to pass, the
firewall cannot be deflate.
Today, computers are broadly used in transmitting data and information fairly than processing, for example, a vast
quantity of intimate transaction crop up every second. Significantly such connectivity provides an trouble-free way for
unfrosted parties exterior to penetrate in a company’s private network and access or fiddle the internal information and
resources. But in order to have a vulnerable transmission of the information being exchanged over internet, one desires
the concept of Network Security, which needs to take corrective action to Ease of Use protect from unusual types of
attackers like-hackers, interested computer neophytes, untrustworthy vendors or disappointed employees of an
organization. Network Security helps in maintaining certified access of data from hackers and authenticated data
transfer. Network security is achieved by installing a firewall.
A firewall is a hardware device or software system or group of systems (router, proxy or gateway) designed to
authorize or deny network transmission based upon set of security rules and regulations to implement handle between
two networks to protect “inside” network from “outside” network. A firewall could also be a hardware device or a
software program which might be running on a protected host computer as declared above. In reality, in both the cases
it must have two network interfaces, one for the network it is anticipated to defended one for the network it is
uncovered to. A firewall protects a local system or network systems from all the network-based security threats while at
the same time it similar provides right of entry to the exterior network through WAN and internet. According to
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Frederic Avolio-“many people feel that internet security and internet firewall are same”. Internet firewalls have been
in the region of for a hundred years in the Internet. Internet firewall also protects in opposition to some of the
subsequent attacks also but not all
A.
Denial-of-Service attack
DOS attack is a break in authorized user’s right to use a computer or networks. It includes all types of attacks such that
the authentic end user of a computer or a network Cannot use it.
B.
Eavesdropping
(Factually means secretly listening to a discussion) is basically all kinds of attacks like theft the e-mail passwords,
message, records, data, information over the network connection by listening on the connection.
C.
Host Attacks
It mostly attacks the vulnerabilities of operating systems or in how the system is prearranged and administered.
D.
Password Guessing
Guessing of the password for nasty activities.
E.
Protocol-based attacks
Which takes benefits of known/ unknown weaknesses or network services.
F.
Social Engineering
This is an harass by the social means. Basically attacker acts as a unadulterated user or administrator and extracts all the
mysterious information from the user socially.
G.
War Dialing
This type of attack is a distinctive in its own way which basically means entering into someone’s personal desktop via
modems. Firewall plays a very vital role in foster networked computers from intractable aggressive intrusions that
could comprise of judgment or result in data fraudulence or denial-of service or any of the above mentioned network
attacks. Firewall could be a hardware device (as shown in Fig1) or a software program (as shown in Fig2).
A.
Hardware firewall: It provides security to a local network, Hardware firewall is typically part of TCP/IP
router.

B.
Software firewall: It is a computer (electronic device) with firewall software which provides security from
intruders, which may also provide internet connectivity involving between Private LAN and Public Network/ Internet.
Maximum saturation of intruders happens and is seen on the public network only.
Firewall History
Firewalls are the difficulty to unusual types of attacks, projected to slow down its broaden, [Cheswick and Bellovin] in
the faultless text on Internet firewalls thought an Internet firewall has the following properties: it is a distinct point
between two or more networks where all interchange must pass also called choke point (a choke point is a strategic
narrow route providing passage to another region);traffic can be controlled by and may be genuine through the device,
and all traffic is logged. In a talk, Bellovin also declared that-"Firewalls are barriers between 'us' and 'them' for
capricious values of 'them' "
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In late 1980’s came to the earliest network firewalls& those were the routers used to divide network into lesser LAN’s.
In 1990’s first protection firewall was used. These were IP routers with filtering policy/ refining rules. This security
policy permitted “anyone in” union to access data “outside” the union.
Next defense firewalls were built on the idea of Bastion Host-(which is a exceptional use of computer on a network
particularly planned and configured to endure attacks).
Soon after Marcus Ranum at DEC made-up safety proxies and that creation was called DEC SEAL (Secure External
Access Link.)
Approximately 1992, “Cheswick & Bellovin” at Bell Labs were experimenting with Rotate-Relay Based firewalls-it is
a kind of defense firewall (proxy firewall) that provides a restricted network correlation between Internal & external
systems. Raptor Eagle came after DEC SEAL was delivered, followed by the ANS intermingle.
Trusted Information System (TIS) at Oct 1, 1993 Firewall Toolkit (FWTK) was launched in source code from the
internet community. It was named after Gauntlet.
Check Point followed with the Firewall-1 creation which introduced “user-easiness” to the world of internet security at
1994.
A firewall inspects the full traffic with the two networks and checks that they convene all the prettified prototype and
protocols.
CONCLUSION
Applications and Networking technology are advancing hurriedly and network defense is stressed to hold it.
Networking is the basis of many computer security threats moreover it magnifiers others. Safe computing depends on
the safe network and vice versa. With networking equipment gradually more under molest, it’s no marvel that people
are opening to take network protection more seriously. In this article, we have exposed some issues in network
protection as well as a general idea of a latest framework of the vulnerability, threat and maintain. In upcoming work,
this plan can be made apply in this framework in the actual network with dissimilar scenarios.
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